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Abstract - This paper presents an artificial neural network (ANN)
based approach for the definition of preventive control strategies
of autonomous power systems with a large renewable power
penetration. For a given operating point, a fast dynamic security
evaluation for a specified wind perturbation is performed using an
ANN. If insecurity is detected, new alternative stable operating
points are suggested, using a hybrid ANN-optimization approach
that checks several feasible possibilities, resulting from changes in
power produced by diesel and wind generators, and other
combinations of diesel units in operation. Results obtained from
computer simulations of the real power system of Lemnos
(Greece) support the validity of the developed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental concerns have been motivating increased interest in
the use of renewable energy sources. In the European Union (EU)
integration of renewable power production deserves a serious
consideration. Whenever wind is available, and under the present
market conditions, wind power is also an interesting economic option,
specially in isolated power systems. In the EU there is a vast number
of isolated systems, and the population living in medium and small
islands is estimated to be over 3% of the population (over 10 million
people).

In isolated systems global production costs of electricity can be
reduced if wind power production is increased, particularly in cases
where conventional production is provided by Diesel generators,
characterized by high production costs that result not only from the
high fuel price but also from the cost of fuel transportation. However,
power systems that include wind power production are exposed to
sudden wind speed changes. Corresponding production changes must
be, fast and efficiently, compensated by the Diesel generators.
Otherwise, large voltage and frequency variations, or even the
collapse of the system, may result. Small isolated autonomous power
systems are particularly sensitive to these disturbances due to natural
wind variability. To avoid these problems, a very conservative policy
of operation dispatch is usually adopted by local utilities, leading to
increased spinning reserve (SR) requirements, to under exploitation
of wind power production and to high production costs. In other
cases, the same conservative security issues will restrain the
construction of new wind farms.

Therefore, to increase wind power production, it is recommended to
install advanced global control systems, connected with local
SCADA. These systems will suggest the operating strategy for the
upcoming hours by presenting to the system operators the start and
stop schedule of the diesel machines and wind generators. These
suggestions result from short time load and wind forecasts, and are
based on minimization of global production costs, as well as on
verification of a given degree of system dynamic security relative to
some specified disturbances. Besides, dynamic security is monitored
continuously and on-line during real operation.

The security tasks of the control system are: 1) assessment of security
indices for given wind disturbances; and 2) definition of adequate
preventive control actions, namely load redispatches and 3)
determination of secure unit commitment (UC) alternatives.

This paper describes the security monitoring module, developed
within the framework of the EU research program JOULE. A pilot
control system that incorporates the approach here described is
operating since January 1995 in the island of Lemnos, Greece. The
description of the project and other modules, such as "wind and load
prediction", "unit commitment and dispatch" may be found in [1].

In this project, ANNs are an essential piece. Not only do they perform
consistently better than traditional statistical methods in the dynamic
security pattern classification [2], but they also provide means for
evaluating the degree of security. Moreover, they provide simple and
effective mechanisms of computing the derivatives of a security index
with respect to the control variables. Such ability allows the
application of gradient based methods. In this paper, we show how
these methods can be used to escape from dynamic unsafe states and
achieve new secure ones.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

The application of ANNs for dynamic security assessment was
previously used by Sobajic and Pao [3] for fast evaluation of critical
clearing time. Kumar et al. [4] described in a general way the
requirements needed by ANNs to evaluate dynamic security in large
power systems. Djukanovic et al. [5] presented a new ANN approach
for the determination of load shedding amount that assures transient
stability. A good description of the application of ANN techniques in
power systems can be found in [6].

Recently the authors of this paper presented a new ANN based
method for transient stability assessment and preventive control [7,
8]. This approach evaluates the transient stability degree, on the basis
of the emulation of the transient energy margin, and defines
preventive control measures through a hybrid ANN-optimization
method that solves an economic dispatch with transient stability
constraints. This can practically be achieved through power
exchanges among system generators. New stable operating points
(OP) for one or several contingencies are found using a minimal
incremental operation cost strategy [7, 8]. Results obtained using the
CIGRE test system confirmed the feasibility of the developed
approach.



However in this approach, for some insecure operating points (load
level, UC, etc.), it may happen that no stable state can be reached on
the basis of only power exchanges among generators, i.e., these
exchanges are not enough to bring the system into the stable domain.

In this paper, we describe how to extend the stable domain by
considering new different UC alternatives. When an insecure OP is
detected by the "security module", the searching algorithm looks for
secure OPs not only on the basis of power exchanges among
generators, but also exploiting new feasible UC alternatives, namely
suggested or resulting from the interaction with the "UC and dispatch
module".  In the control system installed on Lemnos, an interactive
dialogue may be established between the two modules, before a final
decision is reached.

III. THE BASICS

It is not in the scope of the present paper to describe all the features of
the approach, namely the selection of observation variables, ANN
fundamentals or other intermediate steps. A detailed description can
be found in [7, 8]. However, for completeness, the method's basic
features are summarized next.

The approach requires the following major steps:
1 - Selecting the ANN input variable set;
2 - Obtaining an ANN able to evaluate on-line the system

dynamic security degree.
3 - Defining a penalty function to represent security constraints

(or insecurity costs).
4 - Obtaining a new secure operating point using an algorithm

(ALG0) that integrates both cost of production and security.
At this stage a gradient based process is used to push the
system towards a secure/economic state.

For Step 1, we required that the chosen set of variables would have
the following properties:

i) adequately characterize the system state; this set should be
small enough to avoid a large number of ANN parameters;

ii) be independent among them;
iii) include a subset of controllable variables so that it might be

possible to exercise control actions in the system.
Moreover, these variables should be directly obtained from the
SCADA data base to ease the monitoring and control procedures.

When properly trained, ANN output should be an accurate measure of
a security index. The same ANN will also provide an efficient way of
getting sensitivities of the output (security index) relative to the input
variables, namely relative to the control variables. Then, a gradient
based method is applied changing the control variables to increase
security. Since control variables are power produced in each bus bar,
then each iteration corresponds to a dispatch correction.

The algorithm ALG0 performs a gradient based approach where the
direction of each step is affected by several factors: the production
cost factor, the derivatives of each contingency index with respect to
the control variables, the penalty function and the power generation
limits constraints. These constraints are checked and dealt with during
the iterative procedure, so that dispatch corrections always lead to
feasible load flow solutions.

IV. FAST DYNAMIC SECURITY EVALUATION

The global control system developed [1] requires that all information
about units in service and dispatch corrections, obtained within a
"security module", should be passed to the "unit commitment and
dispatch module", where they are combined with other constraints

such as minimum up and down times and starting costs. The "security
module" behavior is the object of this paper.

A. The Lemnos system

The electric power system of Lemnos[1] comprises one diesel power
station (DPS), two wind parks (WP), and two (2*250 kW)
photovoltaic plants (PV). The DPS comprises five diesel units (2*1.2
MW and 3*2.7 MW; one of the 2.7 MW units is only used when one
of the others is in maintenance). The two WPs have the following
nominal capacities:

WP1 : 8*55 kW + 7*100 kW = 1.14 MW;
WP2 : 12*225 kW = 2.7 MW.

Each of the two PVs is rated at 250 kW. The relative small size of
PVs and the particularly fast response of their control systems lead to
their influence on the system dynamic behavior being minor. Fig. 1
presents a simplified diagram, where D is a single diesel unit.
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Fig. 1 - Single line diagram of Lemnos power system

B. System security index

If the frequency deviation caused by wind disturbances is greater than
a certain threshold, protective devices are expected to disconnect
wind farms or cause load shedding. Therefore the maximum absolute
frequency deviation (∆f) was chosen as the index that characterizes
the system security. In this study, the system was considered secure if
∆f<0.7 Hz (a safer security threshold) and insecure otherwise.

The evaluation of ∆f index, for a given wind power disturbance, can
be performed using a full dynamic security study. This evaluation
needs the numerical solution of differential equations of the system
with a complete representation of its components (asynchronous and
synchronous generators with governor and voltage regulating
devices). This demands a large computational effort, hopefully
avoided by the use of ANNs in a real time environment.

C. Feature selection and training conditions

A data set has been generated by computer simulation by varying the
total load (PL), the total wind power (Pw) and the wind margin
(WM). The WM is defined as the ratio of the diesel spining reserve to
the total wind power. This data set comprised 1765 patterns. From
these, 1059 were used for learning purposes, 353 for test and 353 for
validation, using a random selection with uniform distribution. The
stop training criterion adopted was based on the well known cross
validation principle. Each operating point is characterized by a ∆f
value, obtained from a complete dynamic simulation performed for



several seconds after a wind perturbation  defined according to Fig. 2.
This has been chosen as the ANN output.

The set of system variables chosen as ANN inputs has been:
- Actual or forecasted load  of the system PL;
- Actual or forecasted wind power production Pw;
- Nominal capacity of diesel units in operation Pdn.

These inputs are independent and controllable, allowing to control the
effects in ∆f (ANN output) from any change in them.
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Fig. 2 - Wind power disturbance

Note that variable Pdn is directly related to the UC definition. There
are 2 different types of diesel generators: G1 (1.2 MW) and G2 (2.7
MW). Table I represents the set of possible resulting combinations of
machines in operation and corresponding Pdn value.

Table I
Pdn values for the several combinations of diesel units in operation

nr. of G1 nr. of G2 Pdn (MW)

1 0 1.2
0 1 2.7
1 1 3.9
2 0 2.4
0 2 5.4
2 1 5.1
1 2 6.6
2 2 7.8

Since there is a biunique relation between the Pdn values and the set
of diesel generators in operation, Pdn will be the “perfect” candidate
as a control variable for the UC set-up.

The learning set was built representing a large spectrum of possible
operating points, not only for the present conditions but also for some
expected increase in load consumption or wind production in the near
future. This will avoid the need of re-training the ANN continuously.
Re-training could be necessary only if the load or generation diverge
considerably from current operation scenarios. For major topologic
changes such as adding a new line or power station then a new ANN
must be built.

D. ANN architecture and performance

In this work, we have always used feedforward ANNs and the
Adaptive Backpropagation (ABP) training algorithm [9]. The ABP is
based in the traditional Backpropagation [10], but instead of a fixed
and unique learning rate it uses an individual adaptive learning rate
for each weight, which provides a much faster learning process.

The ANN has been built with the following strategy: 1- Building and
training small ANN blocks, that establish relations among system
variables with high discriminant power (for example, variables like
wind margin can be easily obtained from PL, Pdn and Pw); 2- joining
and fusing blocks and retraining the whole set as a single ANN. This

approach lead to reduced training time and effort. The building blocks
ANN1 to 3 and their dependencies are displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 - Building blocks of the ANN

After fusing the blocks into a single ANN and retraining, the
architecture with the lowest mean square error in test set has been
(3,8,4,4,1): 1st layer: 3 input units (PL, Pw and Pdn); 2nd layer: 8
units; 3rd layer: 4 units; 4th layer: 4 units; last layer: 1 output unit (∆f
value). The performance results in the test set were:

Table II
Performance evaluation results

mean absolute error 0.00466
mean relative error 0.00825
root mean square error 0.00658
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Fig. 4 - Classification error for several values of ∆f threshold

The same ANN was used to perform security classification tasks and
the error obtained in the test set for the established ∆f limit (0.7Hz)
was 0.68% of misclassified patterns. In order to study the robustness
of the ANN classification, we repeated the same classification task
with several different values for the ∆f limit. This concern was
motivated by the all possible settings of the protective underfrequency
relays. The result of this analysis is displayed in figure 4, and one can
notice the independence of the ANN classification approach relative
to the used separation threshold.
During the design stage, other Pattern Recognition Techniques, like
the K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) method and Decision Trees (DT),
obtained using an inference inductive procedure were also used for
security classification purposes, as described in [2]. However, the
results obtained with this ANN approach showed better performance,
for the global classification error obtained, as described in table III.

Table III
Comparative performance results

KNN 2.38%

DT 5.59%

ANN 0.68%



Although the ANN architecture can be considered a little complex
with a relatively large number of hidden units, we have an amazingly
small tool: only three input variables to represent a power system
from a dynamic security point of view.

E. System analysis

An adequate algorithmic approach requires a good general
understanding of system behavior. W are particularly interested in
acquiring a better and more complete picture of how the variables PL,
Pdn and Pw affect the ∆f index, for the specified wind perturbation.

For that purpose, some graphs were developed, and in order to get a
better definition for some curves, new operating points (PL, Pdn, Pw)
were generated and added to existing ones.

The ∆f value corresponding to each of the new operating points was
evaluated by the trained ANN. As an example, we present figures 5
and 6 which display some aspects of the Lemnos dynamic system
behavior.

These figures show that for Pdn=5.1 MW and Pdn=5.4 MW, there are
regions in these curves where an increase in wind power
production favors the system dynamic behavior (by decreasing ∆f),
which constitutes an unexpected result, at first sight.
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graphic) and PL (each curve). Pdn, Pw and PL in MW

This particular behavior can be explained by analysis of the influence
of Pw and SR in system dynamic security.  Notice that, for fixed PL
and Pdn, as higher Pw (higher wind penetration) becomes a greater
∆f is expected, because the system becomes more vulnerable to wind
changes. On the other hand, decreasing Pw implies a corresponding
increase in the diesel power production (PD). If PD is close to Pdn,
then SR becomes small and the system loses its compensating
capabilities and becomes specially sensitive even to small changes in
Pw. These facts make it evident that there are two compromising
terms (Pw and SR) whose settings require careful tuning.

Without this knowledge, one might be tempted to implement an
algorithm that simply reduces the wind power when a decreasing in
∆f is desired; as we have just seen, that might result in an
inappropriate approach.

One might also expect that the higher the total capacity of diesel
machines in operation, the greater the wind margin would become,
and, therefore, the expected frequency deviations would decrease.
From observation of figure 6 one can see that this is not always true.

We can observe the crossing of some curves (notice curves for
Pdn=5.1 MW and Pdn=5.4 MW), which means that, in terms of
dynamic security, the choice between these two values of Pdn must be
made considering the values of PL and Pw.
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If table I is analyzed, we may conclude that the two types of machines
(G1 and G2) have a different dynamic security behavior. For example,
for Pdn=5.1 MW, we have 2 G1 type machines and one G2 machine
and for Pdn=5.4 MW, we have 2 G2 machines. In spite of the higher
value in the second case (providing a greater SR), the corresponding
∆f value is not always smaller.

F. Preventive Control

This section describes an extension of the method previously reported
to dynamic security assessment and control of autonomous power
systems with diesel plus a large penetration of renewable energies. In
this case the perturbation studied is the one described in figure 2. The
focus will fall on study of the new possibilities of defining preventive
control strategies by determining which Diesel units should be in
operation. Again this is seen as a result of an interaction between the
security and the UC modules of the control system.

Defining preventive control actions requires for each operating point
and configuration:

a) accurate  evaluation of ∆f, using the designed ANN;
b) if ∆f>0.7 (unsafe), some changes in the control variables are

required in order to decrease ∆f, moving the system towards
its dynamic security domain; this job is performed by
algorithm ALG1 and for all UC combinations suggested by
the "unit commitment  module".

ALG1 searches, for each detected insecure state, all the new set of
combinations (Pdn, Pw) corresponding to stable states. In pseudo
code, it could conceptually be described by:

Input (initial state)
if ∆f>0.7 then

for all feasible values of Pdn suggested by the UC module
repeat

( ) ( )∆ ∆ ∆
f Pw f Pw h

f

Pw

n n( ) ( )   ;+ = + ⋅1 ∂
∂

until ∆f<0.7

where n is the iteration index and h is the gradient step. The
derivative of ∆f with respect to Pw is evaluated through the ANN, as
described in [7, 8].

ALG1 allows changes in Pw and Pdn, for a specified load level PL.
The new generated state is always a feasible state implicitly contained
in the limits of the data set used to train the ANN.

The implementation of ALG1 was also based in the assumption that
all diesel units were always available and:

1. P dn  ≥   P Di
i 

∑ 

2. P Di
max 

  ≥   P Di   ≥   P Di
min 

where PDi, PDi
max and PDi

min are respectively, the active power

generated by diesel unit i and the maximum and minimum operation
limits for each machine.

The table IV shows an example resulting from the application of
ALG1. This particular example shows that we do not always need to

change Pdn to obtain a new stable state. Instead, Pw is changed by
disconnecting some wind generators. Notice also the paradoxical
situation: in this case, when we have more diesel power available is
when we may safely use the largest wind power with security.

Table IV
Initial state and new states provided by ALG1

PL
(MW)

Pdn
(MW)

Pw
(MW)

∆f
(Hz)

initial state 7.6 5.1 4.00 0.83

7.6 5.1 3.25 0.69
New 7.6 5.4 3.10 0.67
states 7.6 6.6 3.80 0.69

7.6 7.8 4.00 0.61

The initial operation point resulting from an UC and dispatch without
security concerns is labeled Si. Starting from this point, the algorithm
performs a search of new stable feasible states (fk, k=1..4). This

search is guided, on one hand, by the derivative of ∆f with respect to
Pw and, on the other hand, by the knowledge acquired in the system
analysis phase, related with the influence of Pdn on ∆f value. For
each value of Pdn considered, the algorithm changes Pw to decrease
∆f, and stops when ∆f<0.7. Operation costs have not been considered
in this paper, (this task is addressed to the UC module, not described
here). However, it is an easy task to evaluate costs for each new
operating state and, from these results, a trade-off between security
and operating cost can be obtained.

G. Application  of the method to the Madeira power system

The presented methodology was also successfully applied to the
power system of Madeira island. This network has a total installed
capacity of 174 MVA, divided by one large Diesel power station (12
units of 4 different types), five hydro power plants and two large wind
parks. Wind power penetration reaches 25% of total production
during off-peak hours.

A learning set of about 3000 operating points, associated with the
load diagram regions with higher wind penetration, was generated to
obtain a good picture about the system dynamic behavior for a given
set of wind disturbances. In this case a neural network with an
architecture (6, 8, 4, 4, 1) was used.

In spite of the larger dimension of the learning set no problems were
detected in the ANN learning procedure. Also the performance of the
obtained ANN was similar to the one obtained for Lemnos.

For larger systems the learning set dimension can be kept reduced if
engineering judgment is previously used to identify particular
operating conditions. For example operating strategies for peak load
diagram periods or certain periods of the year (due to availability of
energy resources) can be used. This approach aims at reducing the
"limits of system operation" to be included in the learning set
generation procedure [11]. As described in [11], the use of parallel
processing methodologies can also be seen as a way to cope with the
computational effort of the learning set generation phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

ANNs provide easily built powerful tools for a large number of
situations. In the example tested, ANNs were used not only to obtain
fast and accurate assessment of the dynamic security index ∆f, but



also as a decision aid tool to help in determining which Diesel
machines should be in operation to assure dynamic security. ANNs
had proved to be very useful when used as a regression tool for
obtaining a complete graphic picture of system behavior.
The strategy adopted shows that simple but rich informative scenarios
can be built to show the UC secure possible settings for a given
system state. If each new proposed secure state is associated with its
corresponding operating cost, then, we have an adequate picture of
the  trade-off between security level and costs.

The results obtained in this system are quite encouraging, supporting
that:

1 - The present approach is a worthy application. It provides a
user-friendly tool  to solve the problem "secure UC
settlement".

2 - The technique is easy to generalize. The method previously
described in [7,8] is here applied in another system, with a
different kind of contingency and distinct system
representation.

Therefore approaches such as the one described can lead to higher
penetration of renewable energies and guarantee a secure operation of
mixed Diesel and wind power systems. Also the increased use of
renewables is very important from environmental and economic
points of view.
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